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TEACHER’S KEY

We found evidence that the Introduced lineage of grass was less exposed to enemy attack. Why 
might this help it to be more competitive?

When you have a nasty cold, do you feel less strong or able to run your fastest race? Plants get 
bugs too, and if they have to put energy into fighting these attacks, then they have less energy 
left to compete against other plants for space, light and nutrients.
Once the Introduced lineage of grass entered the US, it was no longer threatened by the bugs 
that attacked it in its native home. This meant that the plant didn’t need to put energy into 
protecting itself from enemy attack, and could instead put that energy towards growing and 
competing against other plants.

In our greenhouse experiment, we made sure that the soil was completely the same in all the 
pots and regularly moved the pots around as the plants grew. Why do you think we did this?

We wanted to make sure that the only thing that was affecting the microbial communities was 
the lineage of grass that we planted in the pot. To do this, we had to make sure there were no 
other environmental variables that could have an effect.
 Moving the pots made sure that there were no location-specific effects, and using special soil made 
sure that the conditions were exactly the same for the plants before we started the experiment.

In our greenhouse experiment, we grew each plant in a separate pot. Why do you think this 
might have prevented us from seeing which lineage of grass would be the most competitive in 
the wild?

As we grew the plants in separate pots, they did not have to compete against each other for 
nutrients, or space for their roots.

It is also possible that if the different lineages of plants grew next to each other, the differences 
in the microbial communities that we saw could have indirect effects on neighbor plants through 
spillover of enemies or helpful microbes.
 more info see “ocean acidification”).
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Check your understanding
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Why do invasive species
do so well?
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Can you think of any other invasive species in the US? They could be plants, fish, insects… What 
effect do they have on our environment?

Open. You can find an extensive list of them at https://www.invasive.org. When invasive species 
enter a new ecosystem, they cause harm either economically or environmentally, or cause harm 
to human health.An
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How does climate change make
fish late for dinner?


